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Abstract

Various object-oriented methodology is advocated in
recent years. The Unified Modeling Language (UML),
which is the unification modeling language of those no-
tation, is becoming leading now. This paper proposes
a supporting method of diagrams generation with the
transformation rules in UML to draw diagrams elimi-
nated contradiction in a short time by using common
elements which other diagrams have. The validity of
the proposal method is confirmed by implementing a di-
agram transformation editor as an experiment and ver-
ifying a part of the rules on the editor. The rules are
extracted within an extent of specification of UML and
used without any extension, semantics, and so on. Con-
sequently, diagrams without contradiction can be gener-
ated in a short time. Especially, transformation of the
diagrams which show the same character of a system
such as the sequence diagram and the collaboration di-
agram expressing the interaction of an object has gen-
erated the near completion diagram.

keywords: object-oriented design, Unified Modeling
Language (UML), modeling tool, diagram transforma-
tion editor, transformation rules.

1 Introduction

The Unified Modeling Language (UML)[1, 2] has
been accepted as an industrial standard for specifying,
visualizing, understanding, and documenting object-
oriented software systems. The object-oriented lan-
guage represented by Java and C++ is spreading
quickly. For programming with an object-oriented lan-
guage, an object-oriented analysis and design (OOAD)
is required. After Smalltalk called first object-oriented
language in 1970 is proposed, various object-oriented
methodology is advocated in about 30 years. UML,
which is the unification modeling language of those no-
tation, is becoming leading now.

The analysts who document clients’ requirements de-

scribe the specification of a software system with UML.
They must present a blueprint of the system in form
which everyone concerned with the development process
such as clients and programmers can appreciate. UML
has nine kinds of diagrams. This is why the system is
often caught in viewpoints where the above people con-
cerned with the development are respectively different.
UML can show various aspects of the system by using
nine diagrams. To build all diagrams, however, takes
great time. In addition, it has the possibility that some
contradictions arise with diagrams when each diagram
is described separately. A serious bug or backtrack-
ing occurs when the contradictions exist between the
diagrams and the design and implementation are pro-
ceeded.

This paper proposes a supporting method for di-
agrams generation with the transformation rules in
UML, in order to aim at making diagrams excluded
contradiction in a short time. The transformation rules
mean the ones to generate diagrams from other dia-
grams by using common elements which the diagrams
have.

Various researches has already started in order to
draw, generate or transform all or a few diagrams
of UML in a short time which keep consistency (e.g.
[3, 4, 5]) and popular UML modeling tools exist. (e.g.
[6, 7]) Most of them are powerful, although they intro-
duce their specific metamodels, scripting languages or
formal semantics over a concept of UML. The users are
enforced to understand them. It may take much time
to study them instead of drawing diagrams of UML in
a short time.

The transformation rules proposed in this paper are
extracted from the specification of UML. Anyone who
learns only UML are available and understandable for
the rules.

Section 2 explains UML briefly. Section 3 shows the
transformation rules extracted in this paper. Section
4 verifies the rules expressed in Section 3. A diagram
transformation editor is implemented as an experiment,



Table 1. Transformation rules into class diagram.

elements original diagram details

class name object d. From a class name, a class name is generated.
usecase d. From an actor, a class name is generated.
statechart d. From an existence of the class which the statechart diagram shows, a class

name is generated.
sequence d. From an object, a class name is generated.
activity d. From an existence of the class which the activity diagram shows, a class

name is generated.
collaboration d. From an object, a class name is generated.

attribute of class statechart d. From an attribute of a state, an attribute of class is generated.

attribute value statechart d. From an attribute value of a state, an attribute value is generated.

operation of class usecase d. From a usecase and an actor associated the usecase, an operation of class
is generated.

statechart d. From an event and action of a state transition, an operation of class is
generated.

sequence d. From a message and an object sent the message, an operation of class is
generated.

activity d. From an action state, an operation of class is generated.
collaboration d. From a message and an object sent the message, an operation of class is

generated.

argument and type
of operation

sequence d. From arguments and types of the corresponding message, arguments and
types are generated.

collaboration d. From arguments and types of the corresponding message, arguments and
types are generated.

association statechart d. From a state transition between statechart diagrams and a state before
and after the transition, an association of classes is generated.

sequence d. From a message between objects, an association of classes is generated.
activity d. From an action over a lane and an activity before and after the action, an

association of classes is generated.
collaboration d. From a message between objects, an association of classes is generated.
usecase d. From an association of a usecase and an actor, an association of classes is

generated.

and a part of the rules is verified on that editor. As an
example, a news system is adopted. Section 5 describes
discussion and evaluation.

2 UML

UML (Unified Modeling Language) is the visual lan-
guage. It helps to understand the structure and the dy-
namic behavior or action for the business or the various
systems. Introducing UML can reduce a backtracking
such as missing recognition of the specifications. This
is why communication gap between a user and a devel-
oper, or developers can dissolve and user requirements
can become accurate. Moreover, object-oriented design
by UML promotes modularization effectively. It may
possible that a maintenance cost is reduced.

UML has been proposed by Grady Booch, James
Rumbaugh, and Ivar Jacobson, who the methodology
of OOAD was devised in the separate organization, to
OMG (Object Management Group)[8] as a unification

methodology, and agreed officially with UML1.0 in 1997
After that, the standard of UML is expanded, and it is
UML1.4 in Sep., 2001.

The following nine kinds of diagrams exist in UML,
and each is handled respectively corresponding to the
use.

• class diagram

• object diagram
• usecase diagram

• statechart diagram

• sequence diagram

• activity diagram

• collaboration diagram
• component diagram

• deployment diagram

UML can show various aspects of the system by using
nine diagrams. To build all diagrams, however, takes
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Table 2. Transformation rules into object diagram.

elements original diagram details

object class d. If an instance of a class is written, an object that has the instance is generated.
usecase d. From an actor, an object is generated.
sequence d. An object diagram is used as it is.
collaboration d. An object diagram is used as it is.

Table 3. Transformation rules into usecase diagram.

elements original diagram details

usecase class d. From an operation of a class, a usecase is generated.
statechart d. From an action or an event, a usecase is generated.
sequence d. From a message, a usecase is generated.
activity d. From an action state, a usecase is generated.
collaboration d. From a message, a usecase is generated.

actor class d. From a class name, an actor is generated.
object d. From an object name, an actor is generated.
statechart d. From an object, an actor is generated.
sequence d. From an object, an actor is generated.
activity d. From a class, an actor is generated.
collaboration d. From an object, an actor is generated.

association of class d. From a class and its operation, an association is generated.
usecase and actor statechart d. From a state transition and what the statechart diagram does,

an association is generated.
sequence d. From a message and an object sent/received the message, an

association is generated.
collaboration d. From a message and an object sent/received the message, an

association is generated.

great time. In addition, it has the possibility that some
contradictions arise with diagrams when each diagram
is described separately. A serious bug or backtrack-
ing occurs when the contradictions exist between the
diagrams and the design and implementation are pro-
ceeded.

This paper proposes a supporting method for di-
agrams generation with the transformation rules in
UML, in order to aim at making diagrams excluded
contradiction in a short time. In next section, these
rules are expressed.

3 Transformation rules

This paper proposes the supporting methods of di-
agram generation. Elements of a diagram are gener-
ated from ones of other diagrams which have already
been drawn. In order to realize this method, the cor-
respondence between the elements of each diagram is
researched and the elements which can be transformed
are extracted as transformation rules. This section ex-
plains the transformation rules.

3.1 Transformation into class diagram

A class is a main element of class diagram. It is that
objects which have the same characteristic are collected
and abstracted. It can be generated by abstracting an
object drawn with sequence or collaboration diagram.
It can be also generated from an actor in usecase dia-
gram because the actor means a class or an object.

An operation of a class can be generated by referring
to what object that is instance of the class acts in other
diagrams. An attribute of a class can be generated from
an attribute in statechart diagram.

In regard to an association of classes, It is possi-
ble to generate an association name or get informa-
tion whether an association exists from other diagrams,
although its type as inheritance or aggregation is not
drawn in other diagrams.

Table 1 shows the transformation rules into class di-
agram.

3.2 Transformation into object diagram

An object is an instance of a class. It can be gener-
ated from putting a value into the class by user. And,
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Table 4. Transformation rules into statechart diagram.

elements original diagram details

state transition sequence d. From a flow of a message, state transition is generated.
activity d. From an action over a lane, a state transition of two statechart dia-

grams corresponding to the activity diagram is generated.
collaboration d. From a flow of a message, state transition is generated.

event usecase d. From a usecase, an event is generated. Here it can be written only in
the statechart diagram of an actor associating to the usecase.

sequence d. From a message, an event is generated.
collaboration d. From a message, an event is generated.

valuables of state class d. From an attribute of a class, a valuable is generated.

action class d. From am operation of a class, an action is generated.
usecase d. From an association of an actor and a usecase, an action is generated.
activity d. From an action state, an action is generated.

Table 5. Transformation rules into sequence diagram.

elements original diagram details

object class d. If an instance of a class is written, an object that has the instance is generated.
object d. object diagram is used as an object.
statechart d. If an instance of a class for the statechart diagram is specified, an object is

generated.
usecase d. From an actor, an object is generated.
collaboration d. An object of the collaboration diagram is used as it is.

message class d. From an association of classes, a message is generated, and from an operation
of a class also.

statechart d. From an event, a message is generated.
usecase d. From an association between an actor and a usecase, a message is generated,

and from an association between usecases also.
collaboration d. A message of the collaboration diagram is used as it is.

argument and
type of message

class d. From arguments and types of an operation of a class, arguments and types are
generated.

it is possible that it defines by extracting them If an
object diagram itself is drawn as an element of collab-
oration or sequence diagram, it is used as extracting
it.

Table 2 shows the transformation rules into object
diagram.

3.3 Transformation into usecase diagram

An actor of usecase diagram is equal to a class. It
can be generated from a class or an object in other di-
agrams. A usecase can be generated as it means one
operation of class. And, as for an association of an
actor and a usecase, it can be generated if a class cor-
responding to the actor has an operation corresponding
to the usecase.

Table 3 shows the transformation rules into usecase
diagram.

3.4 Transformation into statechart dia-
gram

A statechart diagram usually is drawn to one class
as one-to-one correspondence. A state of statechart di-
agram can be generated from an attribute or an oper-
ation of the corresponding class. And, a transition of
states can be generated from a flow of collaboration or
sequence diagram, which express dynamic information
of one class.

Table 4 shows the transformation rules into state-
chart diagram.

3.5 Transformation into sequence diagram

In regard to sequence diagram, elements in collab-
oration diagram, which expresses interaction between
objects, are useful. A message sent/received between
objects can be generated from an operation which the
objects have.
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Table 6. Transformation rules into activity diagram.

elements original diagram details

activity
diagram

class d. If a class has an activity diagram, an activity diagram is generated from an
operation or an attribute of the class.

action state class d. From an operation of a class, an action state is generated.
statechart d. From an event, an action state is generated.
usecase d. From an actor, an action state is generated, and from a usecase also.
sequence d. From a message, an action state is generated.
collaboration d. From a message, an action state is generated.

transition of class d. From an association of classes, a transition is generated.
action state statechart d. From a direction of state transition, a direction or a condition of a transition is

generated.
usecase d. From a usecase, a transition is generated.

lane class d. From an association of classes, a transition over a lane is generated.
statechart d. If a state transition across two statechart diagrams exists, a transition over a lane

of two corresponding activity diagrams is generated from the state transition.

Table 7. Transformation rules into collaboration diagram.

elements original diagram details

object class d. If an instance of a class is written, an object that has the instance is generated.
object d. object diagram is used as an object.
statechart d. If an instance of a class for the statechart diagram is specified, an object is

generated.
usecase d. From an actor, an object is generated.
sequence d. An object of the sequence diagram is used as it is.

message class d. From an association of classes, a message is generated, and from an operation
of a class also.

statechart d. From an event, a message is generated.
usecase d. From an association between an actor and a usecase, a message is generated,

and from an association between usecases also.
sequence d. A message of the sequence diagram is used as it is.

argument and
type of message

class d. From arguments and types of an operation of a class, arguments and types are
generated.

Table 5 shows the transformation rules into sequence
diagram.

3.6 Transformation into activity diagram

Activity diagram can be regarded as special state-
chart diagram described only automatic transition of
states. A flow of states transition can be used as it
is. An action state can be generated from an opera-
tion which the corresponding class has. Moreover, an
interaction between objects in activity diagram can be
expressed. In that case, information of collaboration or
sequence diagram, which expresses the interaction, can
be used.

Table 6 shows the transformation rules into activity
diagram.

3.7 Transformation into collaboration dia-
gram

As for collaboration diagram, elements in sequence
diagram are powerful. A message sent/received between
objects can be generated from an operation which the
objects have.

Table 7 shows the transformation rules into collabo-
ration diagram.

3.8 Transformation into component or de-
ployment diagram

Component diagram physically expresses structure of
software and deployment diagram expresses position re-
lations of hardware. Both diagrams have physical infor-
mation of a system against the other explained concep-
tion of the system. Few elements of both diagrams can
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Table 8. Transformation rules into component diagram.

elements original diagram details

component deployment d. If information for relation to dependence of a node is written, a
component is generated from the information.

interface class d. If an class has relation of implementation to an interface, a corre-
sponding component has the relation to the interface.

Table 9. Transformation rules into deployment diagram.

elements original diagram details

node component d. A component diagram that has minute information for relation to
dependence is used as it is.

Figure 1. Overview of the diagram transforma-
tion editor.

be generated because their property is different from
the other diagrams.

Table 8, 9 show the transformation rules into com-
ponent diagram and deployment diagram, respectively.

4 Diagram transformation editor

This paper proposes a supporting method of di-
agrams generation with the transformation rules de-
scribed in Section 3. In this section, the validity of
the proposal method is confirmed by implementing a
diagram transformation editor with drawing function
as an experiment, and verifying a part of the rules on
the editor. The editor has implemented in Java pro-
gramming language[10] so that it can be executed on
different operating systems. Figure 1 shows overview of

1. A timekeeper controls the studio program.

2. The timekeeper instructs the start of news to a newscaster.

3. The newscaster transmits news.

4. The newscaster advances news.

5. The newscaster instructs a report of a spot to a correspondent.

6. The correspondent reports of the spot, and then transmits finish of 
the report.

7. The newscaster supplies the report.

8. The newscaster requests commentary to an analyst.

9. The analyst comments, and then transmits finish of the commentary 
to the newscaster.

10. The newscaster supplies the commentary.

11. The analyst can ask questions to the correspondent.

12. The correspondent answers, and then transmits finish of the answer.

13. The timekeeper instructs finish of the news to the newscaster in the 
end of news.

Figure 2. Scenario of a news system.

the editor.

4.1 Drawing and transformation

The transformation rules in the editor can be used
after an original diagram for transformation is drawn
on the editor. Six diagrams such as class, usecase, stat-
echart, sequence, activity, and collaboration diagram
can be drawn on the present editor. This is why the
transformation rules may be powerful in the diagrams.
The editor offers fields to draw the diagrams by switch-
ing tabs. A user selects a diagram which it wants to
transform. And then, it chooses an original diagram for
transformation from the check box. As a result, the edi-
tor shows a generated diagram with the transformation
rules in another window.
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newscaster

correspondent

analyst

transmission of news

instruction of report

request of commentary

supplement of commentary

advance of news

Figure 3. Usecase diagram of the news system.

4.2 Examples

In this subsection, the transformation rules are veri-
fied. As an example, a news system is adopted. Figure
2 shows a scenario of the news system. Class diagram is
generated from usecase diagram and sequence diagram
is generated from collaboration diagram.

Figure 3 shows usecase diagram of the news system
by analyzing its scenario. At first, this usecase dia-
gram must be drawn on the diagram transformation
editor. Figure 4 shows usecase diagram of the news
system drawn on the editor.

After drawing usecase diagram, class diagram is at-
tempted to generate with the transformation rules. An
actor is transformed into a class. And, a usecase asso-
ciating with the actor is transformed into an operation
of the class. Figure 5 shows class diagram transformed
from the usecase diagram with the rules.

Figure 6 shows class diagram analyzed the scenario
in Figure 2, as a comparison. To complete class dia-
gram in Figure 5, short elements are needed to added
by analyzing the scenario in Figure 2.

Next, collaboration diagram of the news system is
drawn.

Figure 7 shows collaboration diagram of the news
system by analyzing the scenario in Figure 2. Figure 8
shows the diagram on the diagram transformation ed-
itor. Sequence diagram is attempted to generate with
the transformation rules. An object, a message, and an
order of messages are used as they are. Figure 9 shows
sequence diagram transformed from the collaboration
diagram with the rules.

Figure 10 shows sequence diagram analyzed the sce-

Figure 4. Usecase diagram of the news system
drawn in the diagram transformation editor.

nario in Figure 2, as a comparison. The sequence dia-
gram can be generated with the transformation rules as
the near completion diagram.

5 Discussion and evaluation

This paper proposes a supporting method for di-
agrams generation with the transformation rules in
UML, in order to aim at making diagrams excluded
contradiction in a short time.

Various researches has already started in order to
draw, generate or transform all or a few diagrams
of UML in a short time which keep consistency (e.g.
[3, 4, 5]) and popular UML modeling tools exist. (e.g.
[6, 7]) Most of them are powerful, although they intro-
duce their specific metamodels, scripting languages or
formal semantics over a concept of UML. The users are
enforced to understand them. It may take much time
to study them instead of drawing diagrams of UML in
a short time.

The transformation rules proposed in this paper are
extracted from the specification of UML. Anyone who
learns only UML are available and understandable for
the rules. Moreover, the proposed method is not only
used to generate, but also can be used to verify the
consistency of diagrams written separately in hand by
comparing the diagrams with generated ones.

A part of the transformation rules are verified on a
diagram transformation editor, which is implemented
as an experiment. Table 10 compares the number of
elements in diagrams. Besides two examples in this
paper, collaboration diagram is transformed from class
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Figure 5. Class diagram transformed from the usecase diagram as shown Figure 4.

transmission of 
commentary finish

newscaster

manuscript for news

advance of news
supplement of 
commentary or report

transmission of news

analyst

manuscript for 
commentary

commentary

correspondent

report

report from spot
answer

timekeeper

timekeeping

schedule table

request of 
commentary

questions

transmission of answer finish

instruction of report

transmission of report finish

instruction of start
instruction of finish

people in studio

schedule table

Figure 6. Class diagram of the news system.

: correspondent

: newscaster

: analyst

: timekeeper
1. instruction of start()

2. instruction of report()

3. transmission of 
report finish()

4. request of commentary()
5. questions()

6. transmission of 
answer finish()

7. transmission of 
commentary finish()

8. instruction of finish()

Figure 7. Collaboration diagram of the news sys-
tem.

Figure 8. Collaboration diagram of the news sys-
tem drawn in the diagram transformation editor.

diagram of the news system. A percentage inside the
parenthesis in the column of the total shows the rate
of the number of elements generated with transforma-
tion rules to the number of elements drawn in hand. It
is understood that diagrams without contradiction can
be generated in a short time and the burdens of making
diagrams decrease. Especially, transformation of the di-
agrams which show the same character of a system such
as the sequence diagram and the collaboration diagram
expressing the interaction of an object has generated
the near completion diagram (as shown in Figure 9).

In case of class diagram generated with transforma-
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Figure 9. Sequence diagram transformed from the collaboration diagram as shown Figure 8.

:correspondent: newscaster : analyst: timekeeper

instruction of start

instruction of report

transmission of report finish

request of commentary

questions

transmission of answer finish

transmission of commentary finish

instruction of finish

Figure 10. Sequence diagram of news system.

tion rules from usecase diagram, the result depends on
which system the usecase diagram expresses. As the ex-
ample in this paper, usecase diagram paid attention to
the newscaster is used. It results that the class names
of correspondent and analyst associating to the news-
caster. An association, an association name, and all
operation of the newscaster class can be generated as
an element of the class diagram. However, attributes of
a class or other class names, which are other elements
in the class diagram, cannot be generated at all (as
shown in Figure 5). The rate of the number of elements
that can be generated with transformation rules to the
number of elements of class diagram is lower. When
diagram is generated at present, only one diagram to
transform is referred to. In future, multiple diagrams

are considered in transformation to improve the rate.
In case of collaboration diagram generated with

transformation rules from class diagram, an order of
messages, which is an important element of collabora-
tion diagram, cannot be generated. As a result, com-
pletion as diagram isn’t so high. However, The rate of
the number of elements which can be generated with
transformation rules to the number of elements of col-
laboration diagram is high. The collaboration diagram
can be completed in a shorter time than drawn in hand.

6 Conclusion

This paper has proposed a supporting method for
diagrams generation with the transformation rules in
UML, in order to aim at making diagrams which ex-
cluded contradiction in UML in a short time. The trans-
formation rules mean the ones to generate diagrams
from other diagrams by using common elements which
the diagrams have. The validity of the proposal method
has confirmed by implementing a diagram transforma-
tion editor as an experiment and verifying a part of the
rules on the editor. As an example, a news system was
adopted.

A serious bug or backtracking occurs when the con-
tradiction exists between the diagrams and the design
and implementation of a system are proceeded. With
the transformation rules proposed in this paper, dia-
grams without contradiction can be generated in a short
time. Especially, transformation of the diagrams that
show the same character of a system such as the se-
quence diagram and the collaboration diagram express-
ing the interaction of an object has generated the near
completion diagram.
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Table 10. Comparison of the number of ele-
ments.

A : the number of elements in hand.
B : the number of elements generated with the

transformation rules.
C : the number of elements needed to add to draw.

(i.e. A=B+C)

class diagram transformed from usecase d.

elements A B C

class names 5 3 2

attributes 5 0 5

operations 9 5 4

associations 4 2 2

association names 8 2 6

total 31 12 (38.7%) 19

collaboration diagram transformed from class d.

elements A B C

objects 4 4 0

associations 4 4 0

messages 8 8 0

order of messages 8 0 8

total 24 16 (66.6%) 8

sequence diagram transformed from collabo. d.

elements A B C

objects 4 4 0

messages 8 8 0

order of messages 8 8 0

activations 6 0 6

total 26 20 (76.9%) 6

The transformation rules proposed in this paper are
extracted from the specification of UML. Anyone who
learns only UML without any extension, semantics, and
so on are available and understandable for the rules.
Moreover, the proposed method is not only used to gen-
erate, but also can be used to verify the consistency of
diagrams written separately in hand by comparing the
diagrams with generated ones.

Future issues are as follows:

• More extraction and verification of transforma-
tion rules

It is possible to extract more transformation rules.
As found more, the burden of making diagrams
is reduced more. And, only a part of the trans-
formation rules proposed in this paper has been
verified on the diagram transformation editor. In
future, more rules are extracted, keeping consis-
tency has to be ascertained, and supporting to

make diagrams are aimed at more. Also, making
good use of elements except diagrams such as sce-
narios, event flows, or stereo types is considered.

• Expansion of the diagram transformation editor

When a diagram is generated in the editor at
present, only one diagram to transform is referred
to. In future, multiple diagrams are considered in
transformation to generate more elements of dia-
grams.

The editor draws all information which elements
used in transformation have when the editor
transforms the elements. In transforming a large
diagram, hence, indication of elements may be-
come complicated or overlapped and a user may
be hard to understand a generated diagram. This
must be coped with.
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